U.S. Postal Service® Signature Confirmation™ Receipt

Postmark Here

Postage and Signature Confirmation fees must be paid before mailing.

Article Sent To: (To be completed by sender)

Check if applicable

Restricted Delivery

PS Form 153, January 2016 PSN 7530-05-000-4046

See Reverse for Instructions

Instructions for Signature Confirmation Service

This service:
- Provides date and time of delivery and/or attempted delivery upon inquiry.
- Provides copy of recipient signature via email upon request.
- Is available only with Priority Mail®, First-Class Mail® parcels, First-Class Package Service®, USPS Retail Ground®, and Package Services (Bound Printed Matter, Media Mail®, and Library Mail).
- Provides Signature Confirmation Restricted Delivery to a specific person for an additional fee. When used, endorse mailpiece “Restricted Delivery” above the delivery address and to the right of the return address, or see a retail associate for assistance.

A parcel is a box OR an item that is more than 3/4” thick at its thickest point. The face must be large enough for return and delivery addresses, special service label, markings or endorsements, and postage.

No insurance coverage is provided. If indemnity coverage is desired, consider insurance, Registered Mail™, or another extra service that provides coverage. Contact your local postmaster for information concerning available options and limitations on coverage.

POSTAL CUSTOMER: Keep this receipt. For inquiries, access internet web site at www.usps.com® or call 1-800-222-1811.

HOW TO USE:

1. COMPLETE IN INK OR BALL POINT PEN.

2. ATTACH LABEL TO THE LEFT OF DELIVERY ADDRESS.
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